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Innovative
waste handling and
packagingsolutions

• Efficient

• Hygienic

•Environmentally friendly
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The Longopac system is available in a variety of designs to suit different purposes.
There are ready-made solutions with stands to be used in kitchens for instance,
cabinets with cassette holders and waste bins. The Longopac system is flexible
and can be built into existing cabinets and behind sorting walls. Paxxo also offers
metal detectable solutions for environments that require it.
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Efficient • Hygienic • Environmentally friendly

The Longopac bagcassette
comesin avarietyof strengths
andcolors.

Color codes

How it wo r ks
Step 1
The bag cassette is sealed at one end
with a cable tie. Once the “bag” starts
to fill up, you just pull it down and new material is
drawn from the cassette to make the bag longer.

Step 2
To make a
new bag, pull the
material down and seal it
at the top with a cable tie.

Step 3
Add another
cable tie above
the first one and cut the
bag material off between
the two cable ties.
The entire process takes
less than 30 seconds!

PAXXO AB
Paxxo is a Swedish based packaging company with more
than a 35-year history. Our business concept is to manu-
facture the unique endless bag system Longopac that,
thanks to innovative, smarter waste management and
packaging solutions, creates a better working environ-
ment in many industries. Our success has been possible
because our products offer rational handling, a better
working environment and low environmental impact. The
unique Longopac system is today sold by certified
partners in more than 35 countries.

Headquarters for sales, production and R&D is located
in Malmö, Sweden. Sales office and distribution
warehouse is located in Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

PAXXO is certificated in compliance with ISO 9001
and ISO 14 001. We are continuously making our
company greener and lowering our products’
environmental impact.

Since 1992 Paxxo has a policy of donating 1% of profits
after taxes to charity.

The unique Paxxo Longopac® system enables smarter waste handling

and innovative packaging solutions for a better working environment for

professionals worldwide. Longopac is hygienic since the bags are replaced

and sealed from the outside – there is no contact with the waste.

Longopac is based on an extremely thin and strong 3-layer polyethylene

material. The bagging material is folded into compact cassettes in

specifically developed machines. Longopac gives advantages in the

form of efficient and time saving handling, low material consumption

and low transport costs.

Longopac is available in many different colors and strengths as well as

in Mini, Midi and Maxi size. Longopac is certified to be used in different

kinds of handling within: Odor Control, Biodegradable, Food, ESD, Sterile

as well as with different strengths on the bag cassette.
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